Fax Reply: +49 911 20671-792

☐ I would like to register bindingly for the Event
“Human 3D Tissue Models”
November 7, 2019, in Würzburg
Applications please by no later than October 31, 2019.
Please, use one form for each participant.

☐ Member of Forum MedTech Pharma e.V.

☐ Representative of Research, Clinics or Start-up

☐ I can not attend this event but ask for information on further events.

You will receive a confirmation of your registration. The invoice will be sent to you separately.

Please note that special safety regulations apply at the Fraunhofer ISC. Before the event,
Forum MedTech Pharma will inform Fraunhofer ISC about the participants: names and companies.
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Tel. +49 911 20671-334

Partner

Conferece
Human 3D Tissue Models
3R in the Light of Drug Development & MDR
An improvement in the ability to predict drug failures before clinical trials could save much money in drug development. For medical devices, more and more preclinical studies are required according to the new medical device regulation (MDR). One of the most promising technologies to tackle both those challenges could be three-dimensional human tissue models.

To provide a platform to discuss the boundaries and opportunities of such models as an alternative to animal testing, Forum MedTech Pharma, together with Fraunhofer ISC, presents the Conference “Human 3D Tissue Models: 3R in the Light of Drug Development and MDR”.

At the conference, representatives of research institutes, clinics and industry will present novel human 3D tissue models and test systems, applied in pharma research and development as well as for medical device testing. Upcoming technologies such as Bio-Printing or Organ-on-a-Chip will also be demonstrated. Industrial and clinical users will formulate their needs as a prerequisite for the most promising technologies to tackle both those challenges.

The opportunities and boundaries of these models as an alternative to animal testing, as well as regulatory aspects will be discussed.
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